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So for starters, it’s a heartbreak that we aren’t going to be out in Venice for the opening. 

More than any other collaborative exhibition we’ve done to date, this bunch of work feels like it has more overall thematic
meditations. 

The California Coast is one of the places we really fell in love, not just with each other, but with the place..in the time, in the moment, Hwy 
1….on and on, beach by beach, town to town.  On and on.  Ocean Spray.  

We did the midnight soak at the Esalen Institute.  We stayed in several yurts... several times, some of them weirder than others.   Camped on 
beaches... went to dozens of beaches along the Cali Coast, massive redwoods, glorious waves.

Not just Cali either, last winter we were in Spain and Portugal.  We drove and lived in our beachy hippy van all along the coast of both coun-
tries for a month and a half driving their version of Hwy 1.   Winter sunset surfing in Peniche.   Hot Springs on the northern border of Spain.  
Africa in the distance off the southern tip. 

So, this work has Cali Coast, Spanish Coast, Portugese Coast…colors inspired by these travels, shapes and ideas inspired by waves quite a bit, 
lots of ocean ideas.

Mando said it great,   ‘It’s all about the waves right now, baby.’

It’s true really really true, all kinds of waves in our lives.  In the Ocean of Being. 

We hope you like the work.

Hy and Mando
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 Flipsides



 Flipsides

The Flipsides paintings...these are a new way for Mando and I to collaborate.

We were originally going to make a number of paintings in the traditional collaborative method where both artists work on the same side of the 
painting.

That conversation led us thinking about what we should make these collaborations on, which in turn led our minds thinking towards banners, 
which is something we’ve both painted before.  We had the Eureka! moment of remembering that banners have two sides, and so from there this 
idea of making double sided paintings bloomed out.  

One side of these banners has one of my very simple, flat, geometric shapepile paintings, and the other side has one of Mando’s beautiful illus-
trative pieces.

They are hung  with waxed cotton string on a single copper nail.  The grommeted canvas is held with stained wooden top and bottom cross 
pieces and nesting black hardware

At any one time, one side is facing the wall, and one side is facing the world.  You can quickly Flipside whichever side you want facing the world 
for a change of vibe.  

Also, these canvases are meant to be like they are.  When we first started making banners people kept asking...can I stretch it?  The answer is 
technically ‘Yes’, but if you did that you would kinda be destroying the work.  These are meant to look more like artifacts than pristine canvases...
More like flags, than flat boards.  Every part of them is part of them...so the sticks, the grommets, the string, the hardware, the waves in the un-
stretched canvas it’s all part of the work.    

Each side has a laser engraved chop signature on the bottom right corner.

These Flipsides remind me of the paintings we were each making on beaches and in ruins in Spain and Portugal this last winter. 



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 1 - (Side 1 Mando) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner.  124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.) $3800



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 1- (Side 2 Hy) Acrylic on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.)



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 2 - (Side 1 Mando) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.) $3800



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 2- (Side 2 Hy) Acrylic on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.)



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 3 - (Side 1 Mando) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.) $3800



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 3- (Side 2 Hy) Acrylic on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx. (49” x 40” approx.)



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 4 - (Side 1 Mando) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.) $3800



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 4- (Side 2 Hy) Acrylic on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.)



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 5 and 6 - (Side 1 Mando, Side 2 Hy) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.)

$3800/each



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 7 and 8 - (Side 1 Mando, Side 2 Hy) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.)

$3800/each



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 9 - (Side 1 Mando) Acrylic and aerosol on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.) $3800



Mando Marie / Hyland Mather  - Flipside 9 - (Side 2 Hy) Acrylic on banner canvas, 
laser engraved signature chop bottom right corner. 124cm x 102cm approx.  (49” x 40” approx.)







Vintage Book Covers - Mando Marie



Vintage Book Covers  - Mando Marie

Pairing the right imagery with a fitting title . 

The colors of these old hardcovers, are amazing...it’s these covers that really informed on which colors we would use for the whole show.

Like nearly all of the work, these pieces have ocean side symbolism... waves, floating ...more waves, sea grass...

One of these covers, the one for ‘Love Me, Lay Me’ was a gift from me to Mando when I went to Israel last year as part of The Jaunt.    I found a 
large old atlas on the street in Haifa, and ‘Love Me, Lay Me’ is the cover from that find.  



Mando Marie  &  Hyland Mather

Number 10 (Wish)

 Acrylic and aerosol and laser engraving on 8 vintage book covers
 Pencil Signed en verso by both artists, 2017
160cm x 35cm approx (63” x 13.75” approx)

$2800



Mando Marie - La Escocesa - Acrylic and aerosol on vintage book cover - Pencil Signed inside cover, 2017
36cm x 58cm approx.  (14 1/8” x 22 7/8” approx.)

$750



Mando Marie - Fauna - Diptych - Acrylic and aerosol on vintage book cover - Pencil Signed inside cover, 2017
30cm x 48cm approx. total  (11 3/4” x 18 7/8” approx.)

$650



Mando Marie - Floaters - Diptych  Acrylic and aerosol on vintage book cover - Pencil Signed inside cover, 2017
30cm x 60cm approx. total (11 3/4” x 23 5/8” approx.)

$650



Mando Marie - No Boundaries - Acrylic and aerosol on vintage book cover - Pencil Signed inside cover, 2017
29.5cm x 54cm approx (11 5/8” x 21 1/4” approx)

$650



Mando Marie - Love Me, Lay Me - Acrylic and aerosol on vintage book cover - Pencil Signed inside cover, 2017
45cm x 76cm approx. (17 3/4” x 30” approx)

$1100



Cali Beaches - Hyland Mather



Cali Beaches - Hyland Mather

These pieces are a simple homage to the many trips had along the Cali coast, not only my trips, 
but just the many many trips.

The laser cut pieces are made from a single sheet of found wood...I don’t know what kind it is, 
but it seemed kinda fancy when I found it. 

The collages are mostly made out of scrap booking the hell out of some very old 1930’s Panora-
ma magazines ( A Dutch Publication) I found on the streets of Amsterdam.  There are also images 
yanked from late 40’s life magazines...those found in Boulder Colorado in a University dumpster.

The frames were pirated off of an amazing set of Sister Corita prints...I still have the prints. 

 I consider the frames to be part of the pieces now...the total picture contains the frame.



Hyland Mather - Windansea - Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etching, in 
repurposed frame, stencil signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx) $450



Hyland Mather - Sunset Cliffs - Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etching, in 
repurposed frame, stencil signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx) $450



Hyland Mather - Newport Jetties - Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etch-
ing, in repurposed frame, stencil signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx) $450



Hyland Mather - Bolsa Chica - Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etching, in 
repurposed frame, stencil signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx) $450



Hyland Mather - Huntington - Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etching, in 
repurposed frame, stencil signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx) $450



Hyland Mather - Swamis - Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etching, in 
repurposed frame, stencil signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm  (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx) $450



Hyland Mather - (Titles left to right, top to bottom)  Trestles, Topanga, Malibu, Haggarty’s, El Matador, Black’s Beach 

Acrylic, aerosol, old abandoned papers collage, on found wood with laser cut and laser etching, in repurposed frame, stencil 
signed en verso.  41.5cm x 31.5cm (each) - (16 3/8” x 12 1/2” approx)

$450/each



Works On Paper - Mando Marie



Mando Marie 
Leap To Start (2) - Acrylic, aerosol, and sewing pattern, 
over 7 layer silkscreen print on heavy cotton paper
 Pencil Signed en verso, 2017.
 40cm x 50cm (16” x 20” approx)

Mando Marie and Hyland Mather
Looking On - Acrylic, aerosol, and sewing pattern, 
over abandoned papers collage on heavy cotton paper
 Pencil Signed by both artists, en verso, 2017.
 40cm x 50cm (16” x 20” approx)

$850 $850



Mando Marie
Hidden Talents - Acrylic and aerosol on heavy cotton paper
 Pencil Signed, en verso, 2017
40cm x 50cm (16” x 20” approx)

Mando Marie
Invisibility - Acrylic and aerosol on heavy cotton paper
 Pencil Signed, en verso, 2017
40cm x 50cm (16” x 20” approx)

$850 $850



Works On Paper - Hyland Mather



Hyland Mather
Villains (Emo Gardening)- Aerosol on found vintage Israeli atlas pages
 Stencil Signed, en verso, 2017
48.5cm x 69cm approx (19” x  27 1/8” approx)

Hyland Mather
Dreams (Emo Gardening)- Aerosol on found vintage Israeli atlas pages
 Stencil Signed, en verso, 2017
48.5cm x 69cm approx (19” x  27 1/8” approx)$550 $550



Hyland Mather
Surrender (Emo Gardening)- Aerosol on found vintage Israeli atlas pages
 Stencil Signed, en verso, 2017
48.5cm x 69cm approx (19” x  27 1/8” approx)

Hyland Mather
Orgasm (Emo Gardening)- Aerosol on found vintage Israeli atlas pages
 Stencil Signed, en verso, 2017
48.5cm x 69cm approx ((19” x  27 1/8” approx)$550 $550
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 Sea Ideas

The Sea Ideas,... these are small lost object sculptures and are part of an ongoing exploration of these small style free standing dudes.  Each one 
is a kind of quick single idea about shape and form.  Often times I hear people talk about them in nautical terms...like reminds them of sails, or 
boats, or fins, or waves or flags...all these sea ideas.

The wood was collected in Portugal, Spain and off the street heaps in Amsterdam.  The metal bases are cut, grinded and welded entirely from 
steel out of the scrap bin.

All the little sculptures have been laser etched with little shapes and symbols...symbols on symbols, shapes on shapes.  I fell in love with the laser 
cutter while making these.  She is my second girlfriend now.

These are all between 15cm and 35cm tall, and can range about those same measurements in width.  







Hyland Mather - Sea Ideas - # 36 (Above) and #32 (Below) aerosol, and laser etchings on found wood with steel base stamped 
signed bottom of base .  (various dimensions up to 30cm  (12” approx)

#36

#32

$250/each



Hyland Mather - Sea Ideas - #35 (Above) and #33 (Below) aerosol, and laser etchings on found wood with steel base stamped 
signed bottom of base . (various dimensions up to 30cm  (12” approx)

#35

#33

$250/each



Hyland Mather - Sea Ideas - #27 (Above) and #21 (Below) aerosol, and laser etchings on found wood with steel base stamped 
signed bottom of base . (various dimensions up to 30cm  (12” approx)

#27

#21

$250/each



Hyland Mather - Sea Ideas - #24 (Above) and #5 (Below) aerosol, and laser etchings on found wood with steel base stamped 
signed bottom of base . (various dimensions up to 30cm  (12” approx)

#24

#5

$250/each



Hyland Mather - Sea Ideas - #18 (Above) and #16 (Below) aerosol, and laser etchings on found wood with steel base stamped 
signed bottom of base . (various dimensions up to 30cm  (12” approx)

#18

#16

$250/each



Hyland Mather - Sea Ideas - #11 (Above) and #10 (Below) aerosol, and laser etchings on found wood with steel base stamped 
signed bottom of base . (various dimensions up to 30cm  (12” approx)

#11

#10

$250/each



For purchase please contact Patrick or Tanya at CAVE Gallery, Venice, CA
Patrick and Tanya :  cavegallery@gmail.com
For exhibition inquiries contact:  Hyland and Mando  - hydeyhodey@gmail.com
Mando Instagram : @seeyouthroughit    |    Hyland Instagram @thelostobject  

Mando Marie & Hyland Mather
  This Is Why I’m Such A Mess

Opening Reception Saturday June 10th, 2017 6-9pm

CAVE Gallery 
55 North Venice Blvd. 
Venice California 90291

PH : 310-428-6387
EM : info@cavegallery.net

Exhibition on through June 30th
www.cavegallery.net


